AUTOVOTE FORM
FOR PROJECT WORK

ME 22.451 Dynamic Systems

Each member of a team NEEDS to supply an AUTO VOTE form to confidentially rate the effort of each of the team members (including yourself) in terms of effort on each lab report. If you do not hand in an AUTOVOTE form then the instructor cannot evaluate your performance fairly.

The form MUST be included in a sealed envelope and handed in separately in class

RATINGS
0 indicates NO contribution exerted by team member
10 indicates a fair share of effort was exerted by the team member.

BE FAIR AND HONEST IN YOUR RATINGS

Project Number (Circle One)  #2  #3

(Print Team Member Names and circle your own name since I may not recognize your signature)

SCORE

Team Member #1   ______________________________  ___________

Team Member #2   ______________________________  ___________

Team Member #3   ______________________________  ___________

Team Member #4   ______________________________  ___________

Enter your signature here (required)   ______________________________